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1. GAMLI:To te views concerning cam possibility that the aoviets, as a
preparatory move !award unification, may reselve.to resuscitate the 3P1 with
Oretewohl at party shaireeia, Were brought to your attention in W8A-5632.
In the light of information contained in :1X01-0861 it can be sumieed that
CagL4 obviously reflected the thinking of the ..-FD leadership in expreesing
coo* etimeern at the prospect of a situation of fact which it nay be diffictult
to undo.

2. I dismissed the above nentioned contingeney today with pr. Agtgb
Aga,whe differed with our estimate to the extent that he madders were
likely a noel to unitersable the :44:D into its component parts - ::.PD and KPD -
followed by the deviet sponsored !Mundell= of a new labor party on the
pattern of the old Unabhgngige Arbeiterpartei (i.e. right of Ki'), left of
UPO). This would have the patent advantage of foreetelling anY ett mmPt on
the part of the legitimate si'D leadership at ousting Oretawoh/ and his
assoeiets an the seefe of usurped powers. It would Farther:sore serve to
introduce a split into the labor movement of the DOR designed to capitalise
en the traditionel pedimental of the genesis* and Thuringian proletariat.
gush a splinter party could be afforded $oviet protection in the name of
democratie !reactant and it umil4 be difficult to suppress it as long as it
purports to adhere to the constitution. An interesting parallel wou3.4 be
NeWa s s socialist movement in Italy which, as it leeks /rem here, has been
sucktessfel in coralling the gheinatlese and anti-American lett. It dees
not strike no as toe farfetched to visualise Cretewohl playing 	 role
in the DOk.
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